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Do students in

Essential schools

pedbrm better? As
results start to come

in, the chi€fproblem
is how to answer this

in thoughtfill and
precise ways--
without losing
the Coalition's

focus on intellectual
depth as defined by
each local school

community.

In' KATHLEEN CUSI IMAN

TAKING STOCK:

How Are Essential Schools Doing?
A WRY JOKE IS MAKING THE

rounds of the education world,

which we heard from Judy Lanier,
who is dean of the school of educa-

tion at Michigan State University.
Th jnk of John F. Kennedy in 1960,
Lanier suggests, holding a press

conference to announce his plan
to land an American on the moon.

rhe project will take ten years,"
she imagines the President saying,
"but the first six years will be spent
building a giant telescope so that we
can look at the astronaut when he

finally gets there."

Looking carefully at how schools
are doing has become an overriding
concern in American political and
educational circles during recent
years, and the Coalition of Essential
Schools rightly comes in for its fair
share of scrutiny. But many iii the
Coalition fear that, like that giant
telescope, the push for accountability
may soon overshadow the very
classroom change it aims to stimu-
late. The questions people ask are
tough and various, but in the end

they come down to one: "Is there
any evidence that students do better
when they attend Essential schools?"
This goes to the vulnerable heart
of Essential School reform; and

precise|y because it is so compli-
i gated, it may tempt schools in the
i midst of change to offersimplisticor

skewed responses that could skirt
the real issues involved.

1 The chief problem iii coming to
answers, of course, is that the

question of how Essential schools are

doing can be approached from so
many different perspectives. How
students are doing on conventional
measures like basic skills test scores,

attendance rates, graduation rates,
and college acceptances is easy
enough to measure. But how do we
track their thoughtfulness, their

originality or creativity, their ability
to handle the ill-structured problems
that show up in real life? If the aim
is to tell whether the Coalition itself is

a success, do we judge that by the
number of schools involved, or by the
depth of what is going on in those
schools? Is the assessment aimed at

quality control-making all Essential
schools "stand for" the same thing-
or does it attempt to assess diverse
grass-roots efforts despite wide
variations in practice? And what is

at stake in being seen as a success-
higher teacher salaries, more profes-
sional development, or a school's
very existence in a marketplace that
involves more and more choice?

Without a context that acknowl-

edges such questions, any drive for
accountability must run aground.
Still, self-evaluation is a critical part
of the Essential Schools effort, and

the struggle to frame that evaluation
in terms that are both thoughtful
diid #fecise, 66(ii quilive and
quantitative, has occupied the
Coalition increasingly in recent years.
On top of efforts launched by leaders
in state government and academic

circles, the recent education initiative
of the Bush Administration has

added impetus to the search for ways



Tracking Student Success from Experimental Schools:
The Eight-Year Study from the 1930s

Has anyone ever tried to fi nd out systematically
whether what students do in high school really matters
when they go on to college? The answer is yes. In an
eight-year study launched in 1934 and brought to a halt
by America's entry into World War Il, the Progressive
Education Association followed the progress of 1,500
students from thirty progressive high schools through
college, comparing their achievement to students from
conventional high schools. Their five-volume report,
informally known as the Eight-Year Study, has sjnce
lapsed into obscurity; but it had widespread effects on
how the American secondary school curriculum devel-
oped in the decades to fc,li)w-and it can provide a
useful background to current efforts to assess Essential
School progress.

To start, the PEA's Commission on the Relation of

School and College got twenty-five leading colleges to
agree to admit students from participating schools, even
th<,ugh their high school preparation might not match the
a>niventional distribution of credits. Then it recruited

thirty schools and school systems--public and private,
senior highs and combined junior highs, large and small,
varying widely in student make-up-that were eager to
take ort the business of examining their own goals and
restructuring their curricula accordingly. By removing

I one key constricting factor-the fear that their students
would not get intci good colleges--the commission freed
schools to try out bold new ways of teaching.

At first teachers did not trust the colleges' promise
enough to make real changes in pedagogy and curricu-
lum. Buta growing sense of confidence in themselves
resulted eventually in thousands of teachers seriously
reevaluating what school was for and how students learn.
"They found what they sought in the democratic ideal, in
the American way of life," wrote Wilford M. Aikin, who
chaired the commission. '"The high school in the United
States,' they said, 'should be a demonstration, in all
phases of its activity, of the kind of life in which we as
a people believe."'

The test was how well students did jn college--by the
standards of the college, of the students' contemporaries,
and of the individual students themselves. The answer

was encouraging: students from the experimental schools
did a somewhat better job than tlieir counterparts by
Ell three measure9-and the more radically the school
had restructured its curriculum, thebetter they did.
Chi crinvention,11 tests the experimental group did as
well as their peers from traditional schools; but they
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out-performed their counterparts on tests that measured
problemfolving skills, creativity, and the like. And they
were more likely to be leaders on their campuses.

"The ways in which these schools were taking risks
are very comparable to Essential School ideas," says
Theodore Sizer, who chairs the Coalition of Essential

Schools. "They believed that classrooms should be
student-centered, that every student can learn, that
thought should be linked with action." As bsential
Schools work toward change, they might recall the words
of the study's second volume, Exploring t/ie Curriculum

"Constant fear of failure, fear of fellow-workers, fear
of the administration, fear of the community, fear of not
imitating the successful example of someone else who is
promoted, fear of change, fear of loss of work, fear of
failing to follow the edicts of state departments or
colleges of education--such daily fears are almost purely
negative in effect. They result in thinking about how to
be safe rather than how to be effective. In place of fear,
self-confidence will come to the teacher whose fellow-

workers and administrative superiors understand and
cooperate to work out clearer concepts and new means
of achieving them. With every advance will come a
corresponding increase in the sense of freedom and
release-freedom to think and do; release of all one's

energies and capacities."

The findings of the Commission on the Relation of School
and College were published by Harper & Row in five
volumes in 1942-1943 under the overall title Adventures in
American Education. The individual titles are as follows:

Wilford M. Aikin, Tle Story Of the Eight-Year Study (1942)

H. H. Giles, S. P. McCutchen, and A. N. Zechiel,
Exploripig the Currictilimt (1942)

Eugene R. Smith and Ralph Tyler, Appmising and Recording
Student Progress 0942)

Dean Chamberlin, E. S. Chamberlin, N. E. Drought,
and W. E. Scott, Did They Succeed in College? (1942)

Thirty Schools Tell Tizeir Story (1943)

A good discussion of the Eight-Year Study also appears
in Bruce R. Thomas, "The School as a Moral Learning
Community," in John I. Goodlad et al., The Momi
Dimensions of Teaching (San francisco: jossey-Bass, 1990),
Chapter 9.
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A 1930s study of
how students>m
progressive schooZs
fared in conege implies
that the holder the

steps a school takes
toward reform, the
more dramatic are

measurable resuZts

in how well students

think and pedorm.

The prb,ject is not unprecedented.
In the 19305 and early 19405, the
Progressive Education Association
tracked 1,500 students from

progressive high schools through
four years of college, comparing
their performance with that of
traditionally prepared students. (See
story, page 1 0.) On conventional
measures the students did not do

much better than thejr peers, but on
tests of problem solving or creativity
they did markedly better-and the
more boldly their high school had
altered its curriculum, the better their

performance. The study lends
weight, Ted Sizer says, to his hunch
that the Essential schools that are

moving most assertively are also the
ones where measurable results are

most dramatic. "If the faculty
identi fies what ails a school and takes

bold measures to remedy it, you,11
see very visible changes in student

performance," he says.

Looking at Systemic Change

['his is probably the case whether a
school sees its problems as unsubtle
ones like attendance, or hard-to-

quanti fyoties like intellectual
passivity. Buta whole different ,ingle
(,n measuriiig tliectfectiveness of the
lishetitial School reform effort is to

look at whether change is happening

system-wide--not only in terms of
student achievenient, but by assess-
ing climate and poliey shifts.it the
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school, district, and state levels. For

example, one can gauge success by
how much say a school actually has
over what it teaches and how. Or one

can ask how much planning time its
faculty has, how many opportunjties
teachers have for professional
development, even how they are
evaluated and how much they are

paid. Are the d jstrict and state
replacing conventional standardized

tests with new techniques of perfor-
mance assessment, to bolster such

efforts in individual classrooms?

Are teachers being allowed to cross
subject-area lines without red tape?

At the Education Commission

of the States, the chief challenge for
Re:Learning is to line up state and
district policies so they support
individual schools and teachers in

the throes of classroom change.
"Until we can fully join these
levels so that they work together,
the picture is one of progress and
halt, progress and halt,"says
Re:Iraming's Bob Palaich. "But there
are good signs. A state Re:Learning
coordinator can call a high school
principal and say, 'I have your
proposal in front of me, but how are

Once schools have a

strong vision, state
and district policies
must be able and

willing to support it.

you going to integrate your voca-
tional ed money into Re:Learning's
goals?' When all the di fferent

camps-special ed, Chapter One,
accelerated ed, vocational ed, and

Re:Learning-stop being indepen-

dent camps and start working closely
together, we will see real movement.
We need schools to be internally
coherent, not just to have awards on
the wall."

These are messy issues, and they
tend tc) frustrate attempts to neatly
assess just how the Coalition is
doing. Izor just that reason, outside

11

observers like Donna Muncey and
Patrick McQuillan of the School

Ethnography Project recommend
tracking its progress with measures
that clearly identify what level of the

system is being assessed. Designing
flexible research that spans a long
period of time and crosses levels,
they suggest. will better reveal
answers in their context.

The best assessments

of Essential schools

will clearly identh
what level of the sys-
tem is being assessed,
span a long period qf
time, and cross levels

to present answem in
their context.

A true and sober assessment of

whether Essential schools are really
working must probably wait until
many years have passed. But Central

Park East's Deborah Meier speaks
passionately about how to reach
answers in the meantime. "What the

Coalition is saying about high school
education js itself an answer to the

question of respectful assessment in

this country-by the community,
by teachers, and by outsiders,"
she says. "That's how we should

approach it-each school working
through its own assessment with its

own community and making it
public. Commonalities will appear
in threads and patterns, and maybe
a system of national assessment will
be the theory deduced from that
collection of assessments." She

pauses. "I think of my friends who
are well-educated people," she

says, "and how different they are.
Some hate novels, some can't stand

anything but novels. They write in
different ways, think in different

styles, have different areas of
strength. Stop trying to invent

the well-educated person that all
schools should produce!" U
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When Researchers Visit Your School

Simply because they are trying out new irlpAR in the
classroom, Essential Schools often find themselves

examined within an inch of their lives. Policy makers,
doctoral candidates, fellow Essential School people, and
journalists may descend upon a school in the throes of
change, prodding it for symptoms of success or failure.
How should a school react, and where does it draw the

line between invasion and accountability to the larger
community?

Patrick McQuillan and Donna Muncey have given a
lot of thought to these issues as they carried out an
independent four-year ethnographic study of Essential
schools in the process of school change. In a recentpaper,
they set forth seven guiding questions that schools might
ask themselves before they deny or grant access to
researchers. School people, they argue, can help shape
research projects so they benefit not only the researcher
and the larger educational community but the school itself.
tt can protect the rights of those who participate in the
research, and forestall the tensions research might
generate among the staff. And it can help schools go a
long way toward preventing the researcher from over-
simplifying the issues that face education.

• What is the focus of the research? What are the

guiding questions? Why and for whom is the research
being conducted? If you are uncertain about the research
focus or the specific questions to be included, you can ask
for a copy of the proposal or assignment. Careful attention
to the proposal may reveal if a political agenda is in-
volved. Also, will there be time to explore the research
questions adequately? Are there questions you would
want to add to the list? How might the findings be used?
Will you see the final product?

• How will data be collected? Whether it is qualitative
or quantitative research will greatly affect the time

i i
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required of researchers and participants as well as the
nature of the research.

• Who will be asked to paiticipate? Political tensions
within the schools may be worsened if points of view are
left out, and the quality of the research may suffer, too.
You should consider whether the planned research will
include all relevant actors and points of view.

• What roles will school personnel be asked to play
in this reseuch? Different research designs require
different time and energy commitments-for example, an
hour-long interview compared with three weeks of
classroom observation.

• How will participants' confidentiality be protected?
Talkmg about privacy issues and school tensions before-
hand may avert potential difficulties with both research
procedures and the usefulness of the findings.

• Will research participants assist in data analysis?
Ifs helpful to their work, McQuillan and Muncey have
found, to let collaborators see and respond to their
findings early enough to allow negotiation of problems of
interpretation and to correct factual errors.

• What feedback will the school receive, what form
will it take, and at what stage of the research process will
it be provided? Establish early who gets what and when,
and renegotiate if necessary.

• You can say no. If you are dissatisfied with the
answers to these questions, you can refuse to let the
research proceed. First, though, try talking over your
reservations with the researchers and allow them the

chance to modify their design.

McQuillan and Muncey's Rrticle, "Protecting the In terests of Your
School Whik Promoting Qwlity Research: Some Issues to Consider
When Allowing Research to Be Conducted in Your School," will be
published iM the September issue e'Executive Educator. Reprints c#n
be hud by writing the Sclwol Etknogrophy Project, Box 1969, Brown
lIm'versity, Providence,JU 02912.
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A new CES e#ort
called Taking Stock
has begun to track
qualitative and
quantitative measures
of Essential School
st"flent success.

to makeassessment richer, fairer, and

deeper. Key Coalition fjgures serve
url many cif the national groups in
government, academia, and business
that are examining accountability
and testing is>,ues. And major
projects within the Coalition will
s<Kin begin to track student progress
civer the long term.

Serving as an umbrella over these
eff()rts is a new Cm[Rbn projxt
known a>. Taking Stock. Under its
aegis, a nine-year kngitudinal study
fo]I,wing lissential School students
through high school and the five
years a fterwards will soon begin.
Already underway rs a concerted
attempt to gather similar information
frm Coalition member schools an

the progress of their students along

-
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I HORACE is published
five times yearly at Brown
University by the Coalition
of Essential Schoojs, Brown
University, One Davol
Square, Providence, RI
02903. Subscription is free.
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supported by a grant from
the Rockefeller Brothers
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carefully framed measures. And soon
to be formed is a high-level panel of
outside advjsers to review the work

of Taking Stock as well as external
studies of the Coalition, and to make

recommendations regarding addi-
tiona] assessment research.

What and How to Compare?

One of the key Essential School
prjncjpJes prods teachers toplan
their classes backwards from some

den)onstrable way students can
exhibit mastery at the course's end-
not by requiring students to regurgi-
tate textbook facts, that is, but by
asking them to link concepts across
the disciplines, think on their feet,
speak and write persuasjveJy about
things that matter to them. What
should result the Coalition argues,
is a system of assessment that relies
primarily r,n performances or
exhibitions (either at a course's end

or at graduation), and on portfolios
of student work demonstrating
progress over time.

Can such performance-based
assessments be quantified jn a way
that will satisfy the current bureau-
cratic hunger for a high-stakes
accountability system to measure our
schools? Given the considerable

differences among classrooms and
school communities that the Coall-

tion fosters, can we devise ways to
measure students agajnstsome
"national standard" of excellence

without resorting to simplistic
standardized tests? A growing
national alliance«n academja, in

business, and in government-is
alarmed by the notion ofa lock-step
national curriculum, or of one

multiple-choice national exam that
would determine every student's
chances after secondary school. And
for the first time, via several separate
iiabii€.it'id Ffi;*'ait€RmuL,§, glitgtilliz
tial money and energy are beginning
to pour into finding out the answers.

In the British Isles and elsewhere,

examples already exist of record-
keepiiig based on performances mid
portfolios. In this country, the
National Assessment of Educational

2

Progress has begun a pilot study
of higher-order thinking skills
assessment techniques in science and
mathematics. The National Center

on Education and the Economy, with
offices in Pittsburgh, Rochester. and
Washington, D.C., is working on a
comprehensive and controversial
"New Standards Project." And
many states, 1jke Vermont and
Connecticut, are beginning to include
portfolios. open-ended test questions.
and "best pieces" in the systematic
comparison of student progress.
How such assessments are adjusted
to reflect differences among schools
and student bodies is a subject too
complex to describe here, but it relies
on visiting teams of teachers trained
to evaluate the consistency of scoring
practices from school to school. An
element of public reporting and
display is also present in most such
plans, so that the communjty itself
can be the final judge of how well its
school is doing.

"What is crucial here

is who sets the stan-

dards," says Ted Sizer
"The local people
whose kids' minds are

at stake must have

direct and meaningfill
access to those who

have the power to
make or change their
curricula."

Given the complexity and expense
of developing comparative and
quantifiable records of student
theughtfulnefs at t)15 nationallsvel,

is it worth it? Many in the Coali-
tion-including Theodore Sizer, its
chairman, and Deborah Meier, who
heads New York's Central Park East

Secondary School-tliink not. Rather
than giving every student in the
country the same test, they suggest,
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why not simply introduce more
robust measures of effectiveness at

school and communjtv levels-then

let the school focus instead on the

last step of accountability, holding
up student work for each local

community's critical scrutiny?
"What j, crucial here js who sets the

standards," says Ted Sizer. "The local
pe()pie whose kids' minds areat
stake must have direct and meaning-
ful access to those who have the

power to make or change their
curricula."

1 lelping that happen-«c, that
state and distrjct officials can craft

policies that support thcise local
visiong-is the job of the Re.Learning
initiative, a joint effort of CES and the
Education Commission of the States

in Denver. "What we're finding is
that jf you begin to develop policies
without a local vision you'll never be

able to assess where you are: says
Bob Palaich, a senior researcher at

ECS. "If you do have that vision,
once your district and school agree to
fc,cus on Essential Scho<)1 ideas, then

you should be able to go ahead and
assess students-with authentic

performances, performance testing,
and basic skills testing." In any cale,
he notes, the problem of how to
compare students natjoiwide reed
not be resolved before one can say
whether f.ssential Schools are

making progress.

CollectingandTrackingFigures

If each school community would
articulate its standards of excellence

clearly, and if it routinely exhibited
them through portfolios and public
performances, local communities
would have good evidence of how
their students were doing. However,
very few of the more than 100
Coalition member schools have

reached that .point. So how can the
public Kidge whether the Coalitic)17's
principles are worth working and
paying fur?

Individlial member schools in the

CLValiti<111 al'e expected to keep track
of their aticticianee rates, graduation
rates, st;andardized test scores, and

HORACE

Schools vary widely
in how they keep
records, but especially
among longstanding
Coalition members,

improuement is clear
on measures like

attendance and

graduation rates,
college acceptances,
and test scores.

college acceptances. Some schools
keep better records than others, but
where comparative data is available
(especially in those charter schools
that have been with the Coalition

since its inception in 1984), improve-
ment is clear in all those areas. (See

figure, page 5.) California's Pasadena
High School, for example, js entering
its fourth year of working with
Coalition ideas; the 600 students who

began ninth grade in 1989 are now
juniors with two years of Essential
schooling behind them. The dropout
rate at Pasadena was 35 to 40 percent
when she arrived four years ago,

notes its principal, Judy Codding.
"But in that first Coalition class of

600, we can account for all but seven

students still being in school," she
says. "Attendance in our core
Essential School classes is up to

around 93 percent. And the percent-
age of ID's and F's in those classes
has gone from around 40 percent
to 20 to 25 percent." Codding finds
this "enormously exciting," and is
looking for funds with which she
can give the eleventh-grade Stanford
Achievement Test this fall to the

same students who took the

mandated ninth-grade version
on entering the Essential School

program two years ago. "We also
follow their course grades, which
reflirt how they do con performance-

based tests: she says. "We track
disciplinary stispersions and

3

expulsions. And of course we're

very interested in how many kids
are actually going to graduate."

Measures like attendance and

discipline may be one indication of
student engagement, which is so
hard to pin down otherwise. So
when schools show dramatic im-

provements in these areas, Theodore

Sizer suggests, one should look
carefully at what they are doing

right. "I'm beginning to believe, for
example, that small schools, or a
house system in big schools, do

better than big schools on measures
like attendance and discipline," he
says. "If they know' someone notices,
kids show up and they don't cut up
so much." In schools where such

things aren't a problem, as in many
affluent suburban schools, he notes,

significant changes in student
engagement are harder to judge,
short of sitting in on classes to
observe how actively the students
are using their minds.

Even with simpler indicators like
attendance, however, schools differ

widely in how (or if) they define and
report data; and the Coalition has run
up against frustrations in trying to
assemble comparable information
on student progress across member
schools This is a major challenge of
the new Taking Stock effort, which
aims to gather and coordinate a
broad range of information on just
how Essential School students fare,

and to publish an annual accounting
of that information.

Already, the Coalition has

commissioned a pilot study for a
substantial research project con-
ducted under the Taking Stock
umbrella, and its findings have just
landed on the Coalition's desks. It

will lead to a series of annual "Corn-

mon Measures" reports, says Rick
Lear, the CES senior researcher who
coordinated the effort from Provi-

dence. "Our goal is first toestablish
the uniform collection of data around

the'common measures' such as

attendance and the like," he says.
"Then we'll attempt to establish new
'uncommon measures' to follow

students with-ways to track less
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The.Arst school and
teacher surveys reveal
wide variations in how

schools introduce and

interpret Essential
School ideas. And

few as yet are trying
the hardest changes,

like longer schedule

blocks or portfolio
assessments.

easily quantifled qualities such as
thoughtfulness, pmblem-scilving,
decency."

IBecause of differences in how
schools collect and record their hard

numbers, the mnst useful part of the
5cho<,1 Surveysectionof this first

C kimmon Measures report may be
the research team's recommendation

for exactly how schools should
reccird information in coming years.
But tv,0 other sections-a survey
c, f the perceptic>ns of teachers in
Gmlition member .,schools and a

similar survey comparing involved
and non-involved students in some

of those schools-provide some
qualitative information, which the
team hopes can be amplified and
refined in coming years.

Teachers who are highly involved
in Essential School activjties, for

example, say they work harder than
they did before; but they also enjoy
teaching more and are more likely to

recommend it as a career. They notice
changes in the intellectual habitsof

their students, although students
overall do not report such a change.
On pages 6 to 8 of this issue, the

survey findings appear in summary;
but what does notshow up when the

data arecompiled are thesubstantial
,intl fascinating variations (revealed
in the individual schciols' replies) in
how various schciols ;re introducing
;ind interpreting ligential School
principles. In some schnots, for
example, lissential school teachers

HORACE

experience more respect from their
colleagues; in others, it's quite the
opposite. Almost no Essential schools
surveyed in the pilot study have
altered their schedules into longer
blocks, but where a school has

actually done so, even those who
are uninvolved have longer periods.
Few schools are using portfolio
assessments, whether they are very
involved in the Coalition or not.

Findings like this are primarily useful

not because they prove anything, but
because they shed light on the
political problems of change.
As ethnographers Donna Muncey
and Pat McQuillan point out,
teachers in the vanguard can be
naive in their expectations or use of
power, for example, and a school's
faculty may not be united in thinking
reform d even necessary.

"Reading these results, one
becomes sharply aware of the kinds
of things that get lost when you try
to lump together and quantify data
from schoc,ls that are proceeding

very d ifferently and are at very
different stages of the process," says
Ted Sizer. "The successes of schoo]s

who show major strides may get lost,
and schools that haven't come very

far may look better than they should.
It's part of the frustration of assessing
a project that in its very design
suggests schools play out the process

of change differently."
The fact that more teachers than

students appear to be noticing

changes in their Essential School
experiences does not discourage
Sizer. "It reminds us to be realistic,"

he says. "We're talking about
changing the direction of a very large
vessel. When you spin the wheel,

the people in the pilot house may
experience the change, but it takes
a long time for the ship to move
noticeably." It takes time, Sizer
points out, for the changes teachers
nok-like spending more time
talking about learning in faculty
meetings-to directly affect the
actual experience of students "If

you look at kids who have been
at it a long time, you might see more
marked changes," he says.
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The Anecdotal Evidence

For a good look at students who
have been at it a long time, there may
be no better person to turn to than
Deborah Meier, principal of what is
one of the Coalition's most advanced

schools, Central Park East Secondary
School in New York City's East
Harlem District No. 4. The school

has a head start over others in the

Coalition because it was an Essential

School from its start. In 1991 the first

class graduated from its Senior
Institute, which replaces, at CPESS,
the conventional eleventh and

twelfth grades. Though a number of
the students who entered the Senior

Institute two years ago are staying
on for another year of study, all who

graduated are going on to college,
and all but two of these to four-year
colleges. Meier has both a strong
sense of who those students are and

ambitious plans for tracking their
future progress.

"ff we define 'weli-
educated' as 'thought-

ful and rqAective,"'
Deborah Meier says,
"it's hard to see

how nonrZective,
nonthoughtful exams
could ever capture it."
Instemi she suggests,
measure students'

success by how well

they do in life.

"Our students are enormously
determined, hardworking, and
articulate," she says, "and I think
that's one reason colleges have been
so impressed with them in inter-

views. They talk easily to adults-
about themselves, about education,

about the things they are interested
in. Because our school is built around

conversation, these kids feel at home

conthmed on page nine
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Essential Schools' Performance: Some Preliminary Figures

Note: Schools in diferent states and communities collect data in diferent ways, and studmts are selected for
Essential School programs in di#event ways. Cross-district compnrisons are invalid; bear in mind that these data
niay legitimately be compgred only for St performances or to general district-wide data collected in the Sante
manner. What follows is e sampling of records submitted by schools.

1. ATTENDANCE AND DROP-OUT RATES

Central Park East Secondary School (New York City):
Central Park East Secondary School attendance rate,

1990-91: 90.1%

New York City Public Schools official attendance rate,
1990-91, 82.3%

Central Park East Secondary School drop-out rate,
1990-91 : 0.4%

New York City Public Schools official drop-out rate,
1990-91: 6.6%

Hope High School (Providence, RI):
Hope Essential Schi,01 attendance rate, 1990-91: 83%
Hope "regular" High School attendance rate, 1988-89: 78%

Hope Essential School drop-out rate, 1987-88: 9%
City of Providence official drop-out rate, 1987-88: 44.9%

Thayer High School (Winchester, NH):
7'hayer Es sential Schix,1 drop-out rate, 1990-91: 1%
Thayer High School drop-out rate (pre-Essential

status, 1981): 10"%,

Westbury High School (Houston, TX):
Westbury Essential School attendance rate, 1988-89: 96%
Westbury "regular" 1-ligh School attendance rate,

1988-89:91 %

Paschal High School (Fort Worth, TX):
Paschal Essential School drop-out rate, 1990-91: 0%
iasclial "regular" High School drop-outrate, 1990-91: 10%

2. ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE

Thayer High School (Winchester, NH):
1986 (pre-Essential status) California Achievement

Test scores, grades 7-10: 49th percentile
1988 Cali fornia Achievement Test scores, grades 7-10:

58th percentile

Westbury High School (Houston, TX):
Wostbury Essential School: 82% of ninth graders

passed TEAMS tests
Westbury "regular" High School: 61% of ninth

graders passed TEAMS tests

Hixson High School (Chattanooga, TN):
1 1,><*kin Emiontin 1 Sch cul gra c|un tic:, ra te, 1000 -01 : OIl°..

I lixs;on "regula r" 1-ligh Scho,11 gradualion rate,
1990-91: 81%

Paschal High School (Fort Worth, TX):
Paschal Essential School graduation rate, 1990-91: 80%
l'aschal "regular" High School graduation rate,

1990-91: 50%

HORACE 5

Pleasure Ridge Park High School (Jefferson Cty., KY):
Essential Schooj program students with no failures: 81%
"Regular" school students with no failures: 73%

University Heights High School (New York City):
In 1989, only 33% of incoming college freshmen in
New York possessed a reading level qualifying
them to take college classes. After completing the
first stage of the University Heights Essential
Program, 77% of University Heights students'
reading level qualified them to take college classes.

3. DISCIPLINE

Pleasure Ridge Park High School (Jefferson Cty., KY):
Pleasure Ridge Park Essential School discipline
referrals, 1986-87: Pleasure Ridge Park Essential
School students made up 20% of the junior class and
generated only 14% of junior class disciplinary
referrals to assistant principal.

Westbury High School (Houston, TX):
Westbury Essential School discipline referrals,
1988-89: WES students made up 14.5% of school
population and generated only 3.75% of overall
disciplinary referrals to assistant principal.

4, PURSUIT OF HIGHER EDUCATION

Hixson High School (Chattanooga, TN):
Hixson Essential School students (who are all "at risk"),

going on to higher education, 1990-91: 75%
Hixson "regular" High School students going on to

higher education, 1990-91: 80%

Hope High School (Providence, RI):
Hope Essential School graduates, 1988-89: 90% went

on to higher education
Hope "regular" High School graduates, 1988-89:

45% went on to higher education

Thayer High School (Winchester, NH):
Thayer Essential School graduates, 1990-91: 62% went

on to higher education
Thayer High School graduates (pre-Essential status,

1981): 10% went on to higher education

Watbrook High School (Baltimore, MD):
INall,rook E.goontial Gchowl grnduntoe, 1088-89: about

50% went on to higher education
City of Baltimore School System graduates, 1988-89:

11.1% went on to higher education
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COMMON MEASURES

What Teachers Feel About Essential Schools

These responses were gathered from 1,762 teachers in 46 Essential schools, by Kyle Peck, a
pmfessor of education at Pennsylvania State University. The survey was commissioned by
the Coalition as a pilot study only-intended not to be conclusive but to explore what
questions might be usefully asked in a continuing survey to be launched by the Coalition's
Taking Stock effort this year. (See page 2.)

Seventy-one schools were asked to survey all teaching faculty, regardless of the level of
Essential School (ES) involvement. Among the 46 schools that responded, the level of partici-
pation in the Essential school program varied from 24 percent to 97 percent.

Teachers reported where they stood on a five-step scale of involvement in the Essential
School effort within their buildings; for the purposes of simplicity we will refer here to
teachers who called themselves highly involved as HI, and those who said they had lower
involvement as LI. Bear in mind that self-reporting is known to be a less reliable measure of
actual behavior than independent observation.

What follows reports on only the statistically significant responses by teachers, except as
noted.They fall roughly into four categories, as follows:

Structural Differences

• Sixty percent of all HI teachers are involved with a
cooperative planning team, suggesting a strong
correlation. The same percentage of HI teachers have
at least 30 minutes of team planning time a day, and
one fifth have more than one hour. Most spend thjs
time with their team, discussing curriculum and
related matters, individual students, and team man-

agement issues. (Social conversations hold steady
across groups.)

• An increasing level of ES involvement does seem to
reduce the number of students for whom teachers are

responsible. While almost one third of HI teachers
have fewer than 80 students, more than one fifth still

have more than 175 students over a year's time.

• At higher levels of ES involvement, it appears, teach-
ers have four or fewer class periods on an average
day. At lower levels of involvement, five or six periods
a day is more common.

• The greater their ES involvement, the more likely that
teachers will have 90-minute (or longer) blocks of class
time. While half of the HI teachers still have no access

to 90-minute blocks, one third of HI teachers have

access to 90-mincite blocks four to five times per week.

• English and social studies teachers are morelikely to
be highly involved in Essential school programs than
teachers in other subject areas. Whereas half the
overall faculty in most schools fal[ into four major
areas (English, matli, social studies, and science),
almost two thirds of Hl teachers are in these areas.

Elective teachers and special education teachers report
much lower involvement.

HORACE 6

Teachers' and Students' Activities

.

• Higher levels of ES involvement are related to in-
creased use of exhibitions, demonstrat:ions, and other
nontraditional evaluation methods. Over half of HI

teachers use these methods for more than 40 percent
of their grading. A fifth of HI teachers, however, use
these methods for less than 20 percent of their grading.

While 46 percent of all teachers reported an increase in
workload compared to the previous year, 57 percent
of HI teachers reported workload increases.

• ES schools may spend less formal meeting time on
administrative matters, and high ES involvement is
related to more formal meeting time spent on curricu-
lum, pedagogy, and assessment issues and to discuss-
ing student behavior (though teachers' general
conversation and griping level remains the same).
Informal conversation about curriculum, pedagogy,
and assessment issues also goes up with ES involve-
ment, but not conversation about student behavior.

Informal conversations show less general conversation
and griping in ES teachers, and less time talking about
nonschool matters.

• In class, HI teachers spend less time on administrative
matters, less time delivering instructions to students,
less time lecturing (though only 6.6 percent of all
respondents claim to lecture more than half the time),
more time coaching, slightly more time leading class
discussions, and more time participating in discus-
sions in a role other than leader.

More HI teachers have responsibility for an advisory
group, and the group tends to be smaller (around 16-
20) than those of LI teachers. But still, almost half of
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totally involved ES teachers don't have advisory
groups at alj. HI teachers are more likely to have their
advisees in class as students.

• ES involvement doesn't seem to make a difference
with student tardiness,.which 65 percent of those
surveyed said was a problem; but teachers perceive
absenteeism as less of a problem when ES involve-
ment goes up. HI teachers also appear to perceive
student behavior as a problem less often.

Opinions

• As ES involvement increases, so does teachers'

strength of enjoyment of teaching, and they are more
likely to recommend teaching as a career. But most
teachers in these schools, even LI ones, do like teaching.

• More ES-involved teachers seem to know and strongly
indicate respect for the other teachers in their school,
to strongly agree that their personal relationships with
most students are meaningful, to feel that staff "really
cares" about the students, and to be satisfied with their

jobs. There's not much difference between the groups
as to whether teachers feel liked and respected by
other teachers in the school. But high-level ES involve-
ment does go along with stronger supportforand
respect for the building administrator.

• More HI teachers than LI teachers seem to feel that

school prepares students for the future, though the

numbers aren't striking. They are more likely to
believe that students are being better prepared to
work independently, that teachers believe all students
can succeed, that parents are well-informed of their
children's progress (though the level of parent aware-
ness, they feel, is still quite low), that students learn a
great deal in class. High-level involvement seems to be
associated with a strong belief that students are
learning to work well with other people and that
school is helping them learn to use their minds well.

• Though around 90 percent of teachers overall reported
liking and respecting their students and having high
expectations for them, HI teachers like their students
more strongly, respect them more, and agree more
strongly that they have high expectations for them.
And they believe more strongly that their students like
and respect them (although more than 80 percent of
teachers overall believed this). HI teachers more
strongly agree that students respond well to their
teaching methods, while LI teachers are more likely to
agree or to be neutral on this.

Characteristics

• Age, gender, and years of experience in education do
not much affect ES participation. But those with more
educationseem to take part more. Only a few of even
the most involved claim to use all the nine Common

Principles; 45 percent use "some" but not "most."

Qualitative Questions to Help Assess Essential Schools

rhese questions were used by a Committee on Evaluation
chaired by Gerald Grant o f Syracuse University, charged in
1988 with reviewing the progress of the Coalition of Essential
Schools, Because they are qualitative rather than quantitative
research questions, they can provoke useful thought as schools
and outsiders look at Essential School changes in individual
situations.

•Whatwould you sayis the central focus of your Essential
School program?

• Have any changes occurred in your school as a result of
your participation in Re:Learning or the Coalition of Essential
Schools? Please describe.

• If someone were to visit your school and ask how you
have developed the Essential School program using the nine
Common Principles, what would you show them? Assume
that this visitor is particularly interested in the ideas listed
below, as well as in any others that strongly interest you. Please
describe what you would show your visitor, with a brief
explanation ofwhy.

- "Less Is More," theclarifying and simplifying of goals
for students.

- Student as worker and teacher as coach, the CES

metaphor for active learning.
- Diploma by exhibition, the call for demonstrations of

mastery and performance-based assessment.

HORACE 7

• What are the admissions requirements or procedures for
your Essential School program? Does the program serve any
one "type" of student better than others?

• Is there any evidence of students in the Essential School
performing, either academically or otherwise, any differently
from their peers in the larger school or than they might have in
a non-Essential school? Please be specific.

• Have the professional lives of the sta ff involved in your
Essential School changed due to their involvement with this
project? If so, please provide some examples, starting with your
own experience.

• What outside sources have people in your school called
upon for assistance in developing the Essential School pro-
gram? (These sources might include people in other schools
both within and outside the Coalition, the Coalition central
staff, university professors, etc.) In each case, was the assistance
useful, and how?

• Does your Essential School do any kind of formal or
informal self-assessment on a regular basis? If so, please
describe.

• What factors do you believe will be the most influential in
the success or failure of your Essential School? What ways, if
any, have you found to capitalize on the positive factors and
neutralize the negative?

• Does your district currently have school-site manage-
ment? If so, please describe.
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COMMON MEASURES
What Students Feel About Essential Schools

These responses were requested from students in nine
Essential Sch0015---both students who participated in
Essentia] School activities (called "ES students" here) and
those who did not. Surveys were given to an equal
number of ES and non-ES students in each school, but

responses came in from 427 ES students and 185 non-ES
students. (The statistics that result have been adjusted
to reflect this.)

Kyle Peck, who headed the Common Measures pilot
study from which these preliminary findings come,
points out that interpretation of these results must be
tempered by an understanding that "Essential School
involvement" means different things from school to
school, in terms of both the time students spend in
ES-related activities and the nature of the activities

themselves. Even the "non-ES" students' responses, he
warns, cannot be vjewed as representative of students
in non-Coal ition schools; the very fact that a school has
chosen to participate in the Coalition may reflect
schoolwide differences from non-participating schools.

Finally, data are reported by the students themselves
rather than observed by outsiders, and are subject to
the widely recognized tendency of adolescents to
report immediate rather than long-range reactions. And
although the study did ask schools to give the surveys to
a representative sample of students in both categories,
Peck's group did not monitor this, so the sample may be
skewed in unintended ways.

A sampling of the study's findings that were statisti-
cally significant follows.

Personal Data and Attitudes

• IS students were more likely to report plans to go on
to a)llege, while nc)n-ES students, were more likely to
repol·t plans to go to a vocational/technical school.

• ES students were more likely to report that their
fathers had completed high school, but not gone on to
college. Non-ES students were more likely to report
not knowing about their father's education level. The
mothers' educational levels were not significantly
different between the two groups.

• ES students were more likely to have jobs, but to
spend less time working on their jobs.

• Most students in both groups think that tliey are good
students, that school ispreparing themtowork on their
ciwn, and that school is preparing them for the future.
ES students are more likely to believe and to believe
morestrcingly th,it they control their own futures.

HORACE 8

Classroom Work and Studies

• ES students spend more time outside of school
studying and working on school-related work.

• ES students are more likely to consider the workload
in school unreasonable. (About a third of ES students
find the load reasonable, while a quarter find it
unreasonable; the rest had no opinion.) Non-ES
students feel that their homework is more important
than their ES peers do.

• Non-ES students are more likely to agree that too much
emphasis is put on grading as opposed to learning.

• Though current research generally reports that in most
class discussions only a few people really participate,
55 to 61 percent of both groups responding here said
they participate in discussions often.

• A majority of both ES and non-ES students report that
half or less of their school day is spent learning
important things, Only about 40 percent look forward
to going to school, and only half report that they work
hard in school. No significant difference between the
groups shows up in these matters.

• Only about a third of students, in both groups, believe
that schoolis helping them learn to solve real problems.
Almost three quarters of them say there are things
tliey'd like to learn about that aren't taught in school,
and eighty percent say they enjoy learning things
outsideofschool. Buttwothirdsofallstudentssurveyed
believethatwhattlieyareleaminginschoolisimportant.

• Almost one in five students, in both groups, report
that they cheat in school.

Teacher-Student Relationships

• ES students are more likely to call their teachers
consistently demanding; their counterparts rate
teachers on both extremes of the scale.

• ES students say they get more personal attention from
their teachers, as measured by asking students how
much time in a day their teachers spend talking "just
to you."

f ESstiuUrrd:sbs'As,rm'*71/61,·rrkgrilarip,!hairipy'EvidhB#
teachers care about them, but the difference was not

quite statistically significant. Surprisingly few in both
groups-60 percent overall-report that their teachers
like them, and only 57 percent say that they have their
teachers' respect. [Note that 90 percent of teachers
surveyed said they liked and respected their students.]
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TAKING STOCK

contititted !Tom ptixefour

with di fferent conversational styles
among adults-they knoiu thejr

teachers as adults, and so they're
used to what adults interested in

intellectual things are expecting.
This is not true for most high school
kids; it's one reason ] believe so

strongly that schools must be smaller,
or broken into smaller units I ike

houses."

In the long run, Meier says, one
must measure students' success

by how well they do in li fe-their
works and deeds. "If we define

'well-educated' as 'thoughtful and
reflective,"' shesays, "it's hard to see
how nonreflective, nonthoughtful,
decontextualizecd exams could ever

capture it." Toward this end, CPESS
will track the progress of 50 students

who graduated this June, following
notonly hard data but issues like
self-esteem and ability to handle
challenge. '-Ihis is a lot of work,
and f din't know how expensive it
will be," Meier says. "But for me
it is more useful than any national
assessment. For one thing, schools

Schools can rightly
boast about different
kinds qfstudent

success, saus Meier,
depending on what is
important to them-
one reason she believes

in school choice and

local controZ.

are a wonderful home base for

sharing such information, if they
rrally know their students and

graduates. It's also a way that
cnmmunities c,in eliciose their schools

by finding out what's important to
them--and it:s perfirtly appropriate
for sch(z, ls ti, boast about di fferent

things, Private schools have always
berii under hess pressure to use

HORACE

traditional assessment, for instance,

because they could say 100 percent A new nine-year study
of their students went on to college. wizi-foilow students
But if a school wants to brag about

how many of jts students go into through high school
political life or into the arts, or make and the.fiDe years
a difference somehow, that's a value

system too."
beyond. interviewing

Successes like tliose at Central parents, teachers,
Park East and Pasadena sometimes. -frien(is. and employers
lead people to conclude that Essential

to see whether

students' Essential

School experience
made a diDerence in

how well they use
their minds.

School principles make the most
dramatic changes at big city schools
with large minority populations
and the problems of urban unrest.
Butat Brimmerand May, a small
privateschool in Chestnut Hill,
Massachusetts, which has just

graduated its first class of seniors
who started Essential Schooling in
the ninth grade, headmistress Anne
Reenstierna declares emphatically
otherwise. "1've been here for

eighteen years, and it's true that our
students havealwaysbeen motivated
and good achievers,"she says. "But
I have seen a real difference in the

classrooms since we began in the
Coalition. Students don't just answer
the questions we ask, listen, and take
notes. They are highly articulate;
they have opinions on everything
and are ready to question your
opinions and your facts. They look
at questions from a much broader,

interdisciplinary perspective-that's
very different. I was in a class on

the Holocaust recently, and during
the discussion students brought in
examples from the apartheid system,
from the American civil rights
movement, and from Kohlberg's
levels of moral development. They
initiated most of the questions; the
teacher hardly spoke at all," Shortly
before graduation Brimmer and

May seniors wrote extensive evalua-
tions of their high school experience,
which were overwhelmingly posi-
tive, Reenstierna says. "Now other
aspects of school life will need to
change to reflect that greater student
involvement," she notes. "They will

be working more with teachers and
administrators on critical issues like

curriculum, self-evaluation, and

kng-range planning."

9

Can more qualitative anecdotal
evidence like this help at all in

assessing how the Coalition is doing?
To find out, the Taking Stock effort
has just hired Donna Muncey, an
ethnographer who has spent the last
several years documenting and
analyzing school change in a number
of Essential schools. She will head an

ambitious nine-year study, following
50 to 75 Essential School students

through high school and the five
years that follow. "The design

problems in setting up a study like
this are enormous," Muncey says.
"But we will probably interview

parents, teachers, friends, and
employers of the students to see
if we can tell whether their school

experience actually made a difference
in how well they use their minds."

Write to Us ...

HORACE welcomes letters

from readers addressing issues
in past or coming editions. Send
letters to: Editor, HORACE,

CES, One Davol Square,
Providence, RI 02903. Please

include your name, address,
and telephone number for
factual verification. We reserve

the right to edit for length
and clarity.
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